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INTRO:  
I remember when I became a worship leader at our church Rock of Grace in Kinsman…

ASSUMPTIONS:
If my band is small, we will sound small therefore we need more musicians.  
Before we get into all the solutions and we’ll get there in just a moment, I want to share a 
Few thoughts: More musicians = more drama bc most musicians are all insecure, dramatic & 
irresponsible (Planning Center “Accept” requests anyone?!?!) Our musicians at Rock of Grace 
are awesome and I’ve been really blessed - really I have!  This is just what I hear about most 
musicians. 
Another assumption: If I can’t teach my guitar player how to play well, they won’t play well so 
forget it.  Wrong. =)  You can download ALL the training videos for $14 and that info is at the 
bottom of the PDF you can download here:

DOWNLOADABLE PDFs - You can download 3 FREE PDFs, including the notes for today’s 
class at www.The7Theory.com/Downloads 

SOLUTIONS

Voicing 

EQ - Understand the EQ band you’re in …  And even go out to the FOH - hear it - adjust 
on board 

Lane - what lane are you in?  Can change per song 
Ex: Lord I Believe - Notice the DEEP Rhythm Gtrs in CHORUS

Timing - Notice the pulsating 1/8th notes on EGtr as acoustic does syncopated strums. I 
do this ALL the time in my studio and it always adds so much and it’s simply a different 
pattern as the other instruments.  
Triplets, Quarters, Eighth Notes, 

Illustrate - 

Parts  E Gtr - F Formation, 1 5 1 Formation, Triads, Octaves, etc.
Illustrate all these 
LISTEN to what the others are doing!  Don’t do the SAME!  

Dynamics 
Don’t forget the dynamics!  Let songs build.  Starting with a Piano ONLY can be 
awesome and pull people in.  Then when you hit CH with Acoustic and Electric and 
Drums, it’s BIG bc it was just “small” the first minute of the song.  Give your drummer a 
shaker - using it on ballads before a CH gives the song room to breath. 
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FX Pedals 
• RV6 and Behringer Reverb and Blue Sky or Revelation by JETT 
• Delay - Fill the space 
• Octave Pedal or MOD a Distortion (my yellow Boss Overdrive modded with 500 hz 

added) 
• Volume Pedal 

Backing Pads by InnovateGear create a high pitch drone of the 1 and 5 of the Key you’re in.  
For example: Key of C drones C and G notes and will help fill the sound spectrum.  *makes all 
minor 6 chords a m7 and all 4 chords a 4add9 but it sounds cool - trust me =)  I’ll demonstrate. 

Instruments - Motif or WorkStation Keyboard instead of just piano / pad 

Helpful Tools:  

Backing Pads Volume 1 by InnovateGear is available on iTunes here: https://itunes.apple.com/
us/album/backing-pads-vol-1/1171209968

Snag Training Videos for your Guitar Players so they’ll start to compliment instead of complicate 
your vocals and SAVE 30% THIS WEEKEND ONLY.  That’s ALL Guitar Videos for $14 bucks 
instead of $20.  Yeah, that’s cheaper than ONE guitar lesson.  Visit www.The7Theory.com and 
type in Discount Code: SYNERGY 

I’m most passionate about writing songs for the church to sing to Jesus.  This is why I’ve 
created Worship Leader Pkg on https://www.jordanbiel.com/worship-leaders 
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